Inverse Pickering Emulsion Stabilized by Exfoliated Hexagonal-Boron Nitride (h-BN).
The formation of inverse Pickering emulsions using exfoliated hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) as an effective particulate stabilizer without using any surfactants is reported for the first time. The stability and the type of h-BN Pickering emulsions formulated with different BN concentrations and by varying oil/water (o/w) ratios are studied and discussed. First the emulsion structure is analyzed microscopically through optical and epifluorescence microscopy and macroscopically by the study of the rheological behavior. The average droplet size decreases with h-BN concentration whereas the emulsions achieve good stability at 2 wt % BN concentrations and for a 1:1 o/w ratio. In all formulations, the emulsions are of water-in-oil (w/o) type due mainly to the hydrophobicity of h-BN.